In the foreign exchange market, if participants are rational and rlsk neutral, expectations concerning future rates should be incorporated and reflected in forward exchange rates. Thus the forward exchange rate should be an unbiased and efficient predictor of the future spot rateo Hence a regression of the observed spot rate at time t+k (s ) on the forward rate determined at time t t+k for settlement k-periods ahead (fk) (where exchange rates are t measured by natural logarithms of currency prlces of foreign exchange), k S =o:+{3f +c , t+k t t+k (l) should resuit in an estimated constant (e.:) not signiflcantly different from zero and an estimated coefficient on the forward rate (¡3) not significantly different from one.
This proposition is known as the forward rate unbiasedness hypothesis. The forward rates in thls formulation are regarded as the directly observable expectations of the spot exchange rates (see Frenkel, 1977 Frenkel, , 1980 .
For a number of currencles and time perlods the overwhelmlng findings ls that the forward exchange rate is an Inefflclent predictor of the spot rate (see Hodrick, 1987, and Balllle and McMahon, 1989 for a further discussion). This concluslon ls based on tradltional estimation and inference procedures, which are only applicable if the variables in the regression model (1) are stationary. However, the increasing evidence that the spot and the forward rates are not stationary variables (see, e.' g. Meese and Singleton, 1982; and Balllle and Bollerslev, 1987) has led to the need of reexamining such conclusion. To properly account for the non-statlonarlty of the series, Burrldge and Ngama (1990) have recently recommended to use the general asymptotic framework for estlmation and inference in regresslons with integrated variables developed by Phillips and Hansen (1990) . In thls paper we apply this framework to reexamine the evldence on the forward rate unblasedness hypothesis for the maln currencles vis-a-vis the U. S. Dollar exchange rate using weekly data.
We use Barclays Bank's quotations for' weekly spot, one-, two-, If the null hypothests is not reJected, thts may be due to the poor power properties of these statlstics compared to those from a regression contatntng a constant alone, allowing for a non-zero mean in the series.
To check the validity of the latter, we use Z(t~) test for the significance of the trend under the nu1l
it is slgnlflcant, the we test again for a unit root using the standardlzed normat dlstribution 4 .
If the trend is not stgnificant in the maintained model, we test agatn for the presence of a unit root wlth a drift using the test statistics Z(</> 2) and Z(to:.). If thts null is rejected, agatn there ls no need to go further.
• FinaHy, If thls nuH is not rejected, we test for the slgnificance of the drlft under the null of a unit root uslng the test statistlc Z(t .).
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If the drift is signlficant we test agaln for a unit root uslng the standardized normal. If the drlft is not slgnlflcant in the maintained model, then to maximlze the power of our unit root test, we use the test statistlcs Z(~ ) and ZetA). 
where l: = lim T-T Is, as before, the total number of observations, and k Is the order of serial correlation to be corrected fol'.
The estimate of the long run covariance matrix will also be used in making the necessary adjustments that will allow bias-corrected estimation of the cointegrating vector and the construction of fully modified test statistics.
To do this the long run covariance matrix has to be partitioned into its various sub-matrices as follows:
Another matrix which will be needed for the asymptotic bias correction is Tables 3 and 4 present the results of estimatlng equatlon (1) using the Phillips and Hansen fully modlfied procedure 9. Given the results from our cointegration tests, we only report the results for one-and two-month maturities.
The results for one-month forward maturity show that the forward rate unbiasedness hypothesls (rUH) cannot be reJected for all the currencies we con si de red in this study. Most of the attempts to evaluate empirlcally the efflciency of the forward exchange markets have concentrated on whether the forward exchange rate is an unbiased and efflclent predictor of the future spot rate using equatlon (1).
Given the presence of unit roots in the series, we applied the estimatlon and lnference procedures developed for J(1) processes by Philllps and Hansen (1990) for testing the forward rate unbiasedness hypothesis uslng weakly data for the maln exchange rates. Our results are consistent wlth that hypothesls for one-month forward maturity. In the case of two-month forward maturlty, only the results for the U. K. Pound/U. S. Dollar and the Deutschemark/U. S. Dollar reveal that the forward rate is not an unblased predictor of the future spot rateo For other maturltles, the requirement of equation (1) 
